[Pure word deafness after cerebral hemorrhage in the left temporal lobe: a case report].
We report a patient with pure word deafness after subcortical hemorrhage in the left temporal lobe. Repetition and auditory comprehension were severely impaired, while reading and visual comprehension of the same material were almost normal. He did not show hearing loss, but speech discrimination and melody recognition was poor. On the speech discrimination test, his score was low especially in the right ear. The threshold on the directional hearing test was mildly elevated. There was no temporal summation by click sounds. CT and MRI disclosed a subcortical hematoma in the left superior temporal gyrus. PET demonstrated hypoperfusion in the surrounding area, which was not activated by hearing a story. It was considered that pure word deafness in this case was due to the interruption of auditory inputs to Wernicke's area from both hemisphere by the hematoma. After 5 months, auditory comprehension recovered so that he did not have difficulty in conversation. Speech discrimination improved in both ears, probably due to the recovery of two auditory pathways; the ipsilateral pathway through the left auditory radiation and the contralateral pathway through the right auditory radiation and the corpus callosum. This case suggests that in pure word deafness due to a unilateral lesion, the improvement in speech discrimination during follow-up period may provide a clue as to the site of the responsible lesion and its recovery.